Defense Analysis Report

14 June 2002

Subject: Pakistani Support for Kashmiri Militants (7 June – 13 June 2002)

1. **Purpose:** To provide updated information on Pakistani support for Kashmiri militants and to assess Indian perceptions of Pakistani support.

2. **Key Points:**

   A. 

   - 
   - 
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Enclosure 4. Militant-initiated Attacks in Indian Kashmir (U)

1. (S//) Open-press reporting in the past week indicates that militant-initiated activity in Kashmir has begun to level off.

2. (S//) Analysis of open source reporting indicates an overall decrease in events since the beginning of June. The majority of incidents reported for the last few weeks tend to be militant-initiated attacks upon security forces; whereas this week, aside from one incident, attacks were upon individual civilians possibly pro-Indian.

3. (S//) The onset of the monsoon in Kashmir at the end of June is expected to bring an increase in militant infiltration due to the less favorable conditions for an Indian military response.

4. (S//) Local security forces are bracing for increased militant activities, generally targeting the political process in the Kashmir Valley, after June 26th.
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